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LNgen: Tool Support for Locally Nameless Representations
Abstract

Given the complexity of the metatheoretic reasoning about current programming languages and their type
systems, techniques for mechanical formalization and checking of such metatheory have received much recent
attention. In previous work, we advocated a combination of locally nameless representation and cofinite
quantification as a lightweight style for carrying out such formalizations in the Coq proof assistant. As part of
the presentation of that methodology, we described a number of operations associated with variable binding
and listed a number of properties, called “infrastructure lemmas”, about those operations that needed to be
shown. The proofs of these infrastructure lemmas are straightforward but tedious.
In this work, we present LNgen, a prototype tool for automatically generating statements and proofs of
infrastructure lemmas from Ott language specifications. Furthermore, the tool also generates a recursion
scheme for defining functions over syntax, which was not available in our previous work. LNgen works in
concert with Ott to effectively alleviate much of the tedium of working with locally nameless syntax. For the
case of untyped lambda terms, we show that the combined output from the two tools is sound and complete,
with LNgen automatically proving many of the key lemmas. We prove the soundness of our representation
with respect to a fully concrete representation, and we argue that the representation is complete—that we
generate the right set of lemmas—with respect to Gordon and Melham’s “Five Axioms of Alpha-Conversion.”
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Abstract
Given the complexity of the metatheoretic reasoning about current programming languages and their
type systems, techniques for mechanical formalization and checking of such metatheory have received
much recent attention. In previous work, we advocated a combination of locally nameless representation
and coﬁnite quantiﬁcation as a lightweight style for carrying out such formalizations in the Coq proof
assistant. As part of the presentation of that methodology, we described a number of operations associated with variable binding and listed a number of properties, called “infrastructure lemmas”, about
those operations that needed to be shown. The proofs of these infrastructure lemmas are straightforward
but tedious.
In this work, we present LNgen, a prototype tool for automatically generating statements and proofs of
infrastructure lemmas from Ott language speciﬁcations. Furthermore, the tool also generates a recursion
scheme for deﬁning functions over syntax, which was not available in our previous work. LNgen works
in concert with Ott to eﬀectively alleviate much of the tedium of working with locally nameless syntax.
For the case of untyped lambda terms, we show that the combined output from the two tools is sound
and complete, with LNgen automatically proving many of the key lemmas. We prove the soundness of
our representation with respect to a fully concrete representation, and we argue that the representation
is complete—that we generate the right set of lemmas—with respect to Gordon and Melham’s “Five
Axioms of Alpha-Conversion.”
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Introduction

Mechanical formalizations of programming languages have received much recent attention. One question
that is foremost in any mechanization is the treatment of binding. Many tools exist to aid in this practice—
Abella [1], Hybrid [2], Lambda Tamer [3], Nominal Isabelle [4], Twelf [5]—as well as many representation
techniques—de Bruijn indices [6], higher-order abstract syntax (hoas) [7], locally named [8], locally nameless [9], weak hoas [10], etc.
As a programming language designer, how should we compare these methodologies? What tools should
we use? The PoplMark challenge [11] laid out a number of criteria, which we have come to interpret with
respect to existing technologies, for evaluating potential answers:
1. Transparency. Reasoning should be similar to that done with pencil and paper. For example, de
Bruijn indices are not transparent. Metatheory involving them often includes many lemmas about
shifting—lemmas that have no correspondence to pencil and paper proofs.
2. Logical expressivity. There should be minimal restriction on the logic that we use for formal developments. For example, the models of Nominal Logic [12] require that all deﬁnable relations be
equivariant. To allow similar reasoning in higher-order logic, where this is not the case, Nominal
Isabelle must require equivariance proofs (many of which can be provided automatically).
1

3. Traction. The strategy should draw on the strengths of the proof assistant. For example, in previous
work [13], we explored nominal reasoning in Coq by deﬁning an interface which speciﬁed the constructors of a nominal datatype, as well as an induction principal and recursion scheme for that datatype.
We chose not to pursue that line of work because the interface, while usable, prevented users from
taking advantage of Coq’s built-in features. Utilizing distinctness and injectivity of datatype constructors, reasoning by induction, and deﬁning functions by recursion all required the explicit use of special
theorems and combinators. Furthermore, functions deﬁned by the recursion combinator would not
reduce by Coq’s deﬁnitional equality—we had to use explicit rewriting.
From these criteria, we draw the following conclusions: We want a representation that involves reasoning
about variable names, not indices, because that is the most transparent. We want to use this representation
in a general purpose logic, such as higher-order logic or the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (cic), but we
want to automate as much of the tedious machinery as possible. And we want our representation of syntax
to use what proof assistants are good at: specifying inductive datatypes and generating their associated
induction principles and recursion schemes.
In previous work [14], we proposed a completely manual scheme for reasoning about binding structure
based on locally nameless representations and deﬁning inference rules with coﬁnite quantiﬁcation. We described a number of operations associated with variable binding (free variable calculation, index substitution,
free variable substitution, and free variable closing) and listed a number of properties, called “infrastructure
lemmas”, about those operations that needed to be shown. This strategy is lightweight in that the deﬁnitions
of the operations are simple structural recursions, so proofs of their properties are straightforward. We have
successfully used this strategy in our own developments and know of its use by others—for example, by Jia
et al. [15], Pratikakis et al. [16], Rossberg et al. [17], and many more.
However, our previous work did not fully explain its own success. Why were the “infrastructure lemmas”
the right set of lemmas to show? Would future formalizations require still more lemmas? Furthermore, if
the proofs of the infrastructure lemmas are so straightforward and mechanical, should it not be possible to
automatically generate those lemma statements and their proofs?
In this paper, we describe a prototype tool, LNgen, that we have developed for exactly this last purpose.
LNgen uses the same input language as Ott [18], a tool for translating language speciﬁcations written
in an intuitive syntax into output for LATEX and proof assistants. While Ott generates locally nameless
deﬁnitions—datatypes for syntax and relations, functions to calculate free variables and substitutions—from
the speciﬁcation, LNgen provides recursion schemes for deﬁning functions over syntax and a large collection
of infrastructure lemmas. LNgen automates much of the tedium associated with the locally nameless style,
even in our streamlined style, by allowing users to focus on the more interesting aspects of their developments
instead of on infrastructure lemmas. In Sec. 2, we describe in additional detail the input to and output from
LNgen, highlighting the important properties that are automatically proved.
Following the overview of LNgen, we discuss soundness (Sec. 3) and completeness (Sec. 4) in the particular
case of the untyped lambda calculus. For soundness, we prove that the locally nameless deﬁnition generated
by Ott is adequate with respect to fully concrete terms identiﬁed up to alpha equivalence. The lemmas
proved by LNgen provide many of the key lemmas required in this proof. For completeness, we prove that
even though we use a locally nameless representation, the lemmas generated by LNgen are enough to shield
users from the de Bruijn indices used to represent bound variables. Speciﬁcally, we give a model of Gordon
and Melham’s “Five Axioms of Alpha-Conversion” [19]. Although we think that the output of Ott and
LNgen is more convenient to work with than the ﬁve axioms, we can implement these ﬁve axioms in an
extremely straightforward manner, by using the lemmas proved by LNgen and without reasoning about de
Bruijn indices or by induction on syntax.
We and others have experience with using LNgen in signiﬁcant developments. Section 5 gives an overview
of the case studies. Our experiences suggest that this tool has the advantages of code generators without
the drawbacks of generating executable code. In particular, the output of LNgen is straightforward for
programmers to eﬀectively understand (deﬁnitions and lemma statements must be comprehended, but proofs
do not) and robust to change (lemma statements do not change signiﬁcantly as the language is modiﬁed).
We conclude the paper with related work (Sec. 6), and our conclusions and future work (Sec. 7).
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metavar expvar, x, y, z ::=
{{ repr-locally-nameless }}
grammar
exp, e, f, g :: ’’ ::=
| x
:: :: var
| e1 e2
:: :: app
| \ x . e :: :: abs
(+ bind x in e +)

Definition expvar := var.
Inductive
| var_b
| var_f
| app :
| abs :

exp : Set :=
: nat -> exp
: expvar -> exp
exp -> exp -> exp.
exp -> exp

substitutions
single e x :: subst
freevars
e x :: fv
Figure 1: Input ﬁle (left) and output Coq datatype (right) for lambda terms
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The LNgen Tool

LNgen is a prototype tool for generating locally nameless deﬁnitions and infrastructure for the Coq proof
assistant. While LNgen is still under active development, the current version is available and has been used
for signiﬁcant developments.1 LNgen relies on Ott [18] to generate the core locally nameless deﬁnitions for
a language. It then generates additional deﬁnitions and lemmas that are often needed in developments—the
main beneﬁt that it provides to users over using Ott alone.
The input language for LNgen is a proper subset of the Ott speciﬁcation language. Figure 1 shows
an example input ﬁle for untyped lambda terms. The syntax is intended to mimic what one might write
informally. Ott is speciﬁcally designed for specifying programming languages in a manner that is both
convenient for people and machines, e.g., proof assistants. Thus, Ott is a natural starting point for the input
language to LNgen. We can take advantage of the work that has gone into the design of Ott, not require
users to learn a new speciﬁcation language, and allow our tool to work in parallel with Ott, relying on Ott
for the generation of some of the Coq deﬁnitions as well as LATEX output.
Below, we use the example to give a brief overview of the subset of Ott that LNgen supports; a detailed
description of the Ott language can be found elsewhere [20]. The ﬁrst part of an input ﬁle for LNgen consists of
a list of metavar declarations. Each declaration deﬁnes a new type for object language variables—LNgen and
Ott deﬁne binding and substitution for these variables. In Fig. 1, the text repr-locally-nameless indicates
that binding should be represented using a locally nameless encoding. (Ott can also output deﬁnitions using a
concrete representation of binding.) The second part, the grammar, consists of a list of context-free grammar
deﬁnitions for nonterminals. Each declaration deﬁnes a new, inductively deﬁned type for object-language
abstract syntax trees. Binding speciﬁcations may be attached to each constructor. For example in the abs
constructor, the metavariable x is a binding occurrence in the nonterminal e. The third part follows the
substitutions keyword and indicates that functions for substituting for free variables should be generated.
The ﬁnal part follows the freevars keyword and indicates that functions for calculating free variables should
be generated. Anything else in the ﬁle is ignored by LNgen but may be processed by Ott, e.g., speciﬁcations
of inductively deﬁned relations.

2.1

Generated Deﬁnitions

Figure 1 also shows the output representation that Ott produces for the untyped lambda terms. Metavariables are implemented by the type var, which is provided by our metatheory library.2 The constructor names
1 LNgen
2 The

is available from http://www.cis.upenn.edu/∼baydemir/.
metatheory library is included with LNgen and also available from http://www.plclub.org/metalib/.
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for the syntactic forms are determined by the input ﬁle, except the constructors for free and bound variables,
where _f and _b are appended to the speciﬁed name. The variable in the abs constructor disappears because
the binding speciﬁcation indicates that this is a binding constructor.
Figure 2 lists the basic operations and predicates generated from the input in Fig. 1. For accessibility
and brevity, we use mathematical notation instead of listing the Coq output directly. Ott generated the
deﬁnitions of fv and subst; LNgen generated everything else. In general, the output follows our previously
described style for working with locally nameless representations [14]. The operations include calculating
the free variables of an expression (fv), substituting for an index (openi ), replacing a free variable with an
index (closei ), and substituting for a free variable (subst). Note that close allows us to construct a concrete
expression without explicitly referring to indices. Using lam x as an abbreviation for abs ◦ close x, we can
transparently write λx.λy.λz.z(xy) as
lam x (lam y (lam z (app (var f z ) (app (var f x ) (var f y))))) .
Note also that the versions of openi and closei presented here are derived from those of Pollack [9] and are
slightly more general than that of our previous work—they may initially be called with an index other than
zero. Previously, we promoted the absolute simplest deﬁnitions to make working by hand easy. Here, we
have tool support, so it makes little diﬀerence if these deﬁnitions are more complicated. If anything, they
are actually easier for LNgen to work with because they require tracking fewer invariants.
The ﬁnal deﬁnitions in Fig. 2 give the constructors for the inductively deﬁned lc and lc set predicates,
which hold for locally closed lambda terms—those with no unresolved de Bruijn indices. Only expressions
that satisfy these predicates correspond to lambda calculus terms. The only diﬀerence between the two
predicates is that the former is in Prop and the latter is in Set; their deﬁnitions are otherwise identical.
Because of Coq’s distinction between Prop and Set, their uses are not. An object of type lc e is treated as
a proof and may be analyzed only to produce another proof; an object of type lc set e may be analyzed
freely. The inductive deﬁnition of lc provides an induction principle for reasoning about expressions, while
the inductive deﬁnition of lc set provides a recursion scheme for deﬁning functions over expressions. The
induction principle and recursion scheme are both shown in Fig. 3.
Our treatment of local closure departs from our previous work in that we previously did not provide
lc set and the recursion scheme that comes with it. We can use the scheme, for example, to deﬁne a function
to perform parallel β-reduction on lambda terms:
beta = lc
fvar x
fapp
fapp
fabs e1

set rec (λ . exp) fvar fapp fabs where
= var f x
(abs e1 ) e2 = open e2 e1
e1 e2
= app e1 e2

f
= abs (close x (f  x)) for some x ∈
/ fv e1

(In Coq, one would use this recursion scheme via Fixpoint, writing the function more naturally using explicit
pattern matching on the local closure proof, and explicit recursive calls.) In the variable case, beta simply
returns that variable. In the application case, the result of reducing the ﬁrst component is examined: if it is
an abstraction (abs e1 ), beta substitutes the reduced second component e2 for the ﬁrst index in the body of
the abstraction. Otherwise, reduction continues into both components of the application. In the abstraction
case, beta reduces the body of the abstraction by picking a fresh variable to give to f  . This argument to
fabs is a function that, when given a name for the variable bound at this location, computes the result of
beta for the body of the abstraction using that name. After this recursive call, the branch removes that fresh
variable from the result with close and creates a new abstraction.
In another departure from our previous work, neither lc nor lc set uses coﬁnite quantiﬁcation. Instead,
both use “universal” quantiﬁcation in the abs case, by requiring that the premise hold for all names. This
choice results in the strongest possible induction principle and recursion scheme. For lc, LNgen generates as
a lemma an “existential” form of the lc abs constructor (lemma lc-abs-exists in Fig. 4) that requires showing
the premise for only one name. This lemma provides the easiest to use introduction principle for proving
lc (abs e). This style of using a “universal” and an “existential” rule is based on the style of McKinna and
Pollack [8]. While coﬁnite quantiﬁcation is a good compromise between these two extremes when doing
everything by hand, with tool support, it makes sense to provide these stronger principles. Using universal
quantiﬁcation also allows us to prove the uniqueness of lc proofs (lemma lc-unique in Fig. 4).
4

fv
fv (var f x )
fv (var b i )
fv (abs e1 )
fv (app e1 e2 )

:
=
=
=
=

exp → expvarset
{x }
∅
fv e1
fv e1 ∪ fv e2

openi
openi e (var b i1 )
openi e (var b i1 )
openi e (var b i1 )
openi e (var f x )
openi e (abs e1 )
openi e (app e1 e2 )

:
=
=
=
=
=
=

nat → exp → exp → exp
(var b i1 )
e
(var b (i1 − 1))
var f x
abs (open(i + 1) e e1 )
app (openi e e1 ) (openi e e2 )

open e1 e2

= open0 e1 e2

closei
closei x (var b i1 )
closei x (var b i1 )
closei x (var f y)
closei x (var f y)
closei x (abs e1 )
closei x (app e1 e2 )

:
=
=
=
=
=
=

close x e

= close0 x e

nat → expvar → exp → exp
var b i1
var b (1 + i1 )
var b i
var f y
abs (close(1 + i) x e1 )
app (closei x e1 ) (closei x e2 )

subst
: exp → expvar → exp → exp
= var b i1
subst e x (var b i1 )
subst e x (var f y)
= e
= var f y
subst e x (var f y)
= abs (subst e x e1 )
subst e x (abs e1 )
subst e x (app e1 e2 ) = app (subst e x e1 ) (subst e x e2 )
lc
lc var
lc app
lc abs
lc
lc
lc
lc

set
set var
set app
set abs

when i1 < i
when i1 = i
when i1 > i

when
when
when
when

i1
i1
x
x

< i
≥ i
= y
= y

when x = y
when x =
 y

:
:
:
:

exp → Prop
∀ x , lc (var f x )
∀ e1 e2 , lc e1 → lc e2 → lc (app e1 e2 )
∀ e1 , (∀ x , lc (open (var f x ) e1 )) → lc (abs e1 )

:
:
:
:

exp → Set
∀ x , lc set (var f x )
∀ e1 e2 , lc set e1 → lc set e2 → lc set (app e1 e2 )
∀ e1 , (∀ x , lc set (open (var f x ) e1 )) → lc set (abs e1 )

Convention: The ﬁrst two arguments to lc app and lc set app are implicit, as are the ﬁrst arguments to
lc abs and lc set abs.
Figure 2: Deﬁnitions generated by Ott and LNgen
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Induction principle (lc ind)
∀ (P : exp → Prop),
(∀ x , P (var f x )) →
(∀ e1 e2 , lc e1 → P e1 → lc e2 → P e2 → P (app e1 e2 )) →
(∀ e1 ,
(∀ x , lc (open (var f x ) e1 )) → (∀ x , P (open (var f x ) e1 )) → P (abs e1 )) →
∀ e , lc e → P e
Recursion scheme (lc set rec)
lc set rec has the same type as lc ind, except with Set instead of Prop, and lc set instead of lc. It behaves as
follows: If f = lc set rec P fvar fapp fabs, then
f
f
f

(var f x )
(app e1 e2 )
(abs e1 )

(lc var x )
= fvar x
(lc app lcp1 lcp2 ) = fapp e1 e2 lcp 1 (f e1 lcp 1 ) lcp 2 (f e2 lcp 2 )
(lc abs lcp)
= fabs e1 lcp (λx. f (open (var f x ) e1 ) (lcp x)) .
Figure 3: Induction principal and recursion scheme

2.2

Generated Lemmas

The main beneﬁt to using LNgen is that it automatically generates a collection of lemmas (with their proofs)
about expressions that are useful in metatheoretic reasoning. We highlight the most important of these in
Fig. 4. The collection shown includes all of the lemmas that we discussed in our previous work [14]. For
convenience, LNgen also generates several variants of the lemmas shown and others besides. Our goal in
picking the set of lemmas to generate was not to determine some minimal “complete” set for working with
metatheory but to generate a set that, from our experience, we know to be useful in formalizations.
Many of the lemmas in Fig. 4 describe the interaction between the various operations. For example, the
ﬁrst group of lemmas (1–6) describe what happens when fv is applied to expressions built from open, close
and subst.
The next eight lemmas (7–14) are primarily about subst. Lemma subst-spec decomposes substitution into
open composed with close, which was Gordon’s deﬁnition of substitution [21]. We prefer our version because
it commutes directly with constructors. (A deﬁnition in terms of open and close would need to use openi and
closei once it went under a binder.) Lemma subst-abs lets us reason about how substitution interacts with
abstractions, while making sure that we call subst only on locally closed terms. (The deﬁnition of subst just
pushes through an abstraction, calling itself recursively on the body, which may have an unresolved index.)
The remaining lemmas (15–23) describe properties of open, close, and lc. Lemma lc-abs-exists asserts the
existence of an operation that constructs a local closure proof for an abstraction from a proof about a single
variable. (Recall that the deﬁnition of local closure required that the body be closed for any name for the
free variable; this one requires only a single name.) Lemma lc-subst asserts the existence of an operation
that shows that local closure proofs are preserved by substitution. Lemma lc-unique shows that all local
closure proofs about the same expression are equivalent.3 Finally, lemmas lc-of-lc-set and lc-set-of-lc show
the equivalence between lc and lc set.

2.3

Generated Proofs

LNgen is able to automatically generate the proofs of each of the lemmas in Fig. 4 because, in general, they
are “boring” infrastructure lemmas whose proofs are straightforward inductions. At any given point in a
proof, there is little choice about what step to take next. Thus, most of the proof scripts start by applying
an induction tactic and then use a “power tactic” to apply a default set of simpliﬁcations to the resulting
3 The

proof of this lemma requires extensional equality on functions, which may safely be asserted in Coq as an axiom.
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1. fv-open-upper:
fv (open e1 e2 ) ⊆ fv e1 ∪ fv e2

15. open-close:
open (var f x ) (close x e) = e

2. fv-open-lower:
fv e2 ⊆ fv (open e1 e2 )

16. close-open:
close x (open (var f x ) e) = e
when x ∈
/ fv e

3. fv-close:
fv (close x e) = fv e \ { x }

17. open-inj:
open (var f x ) e1 = open (var f x ) e2
implies e1 = e2
when x ∈
/ fv e1 ∪ fv e2

4. fv-subst-upper:
fv (subst e1 x e2 ) ⊆ fv e1 ∪ (fv e2 \ { x })
5. fv-subst-lower:
(fv e2 \ { x }) ⊆ fv (subst e1 x e2 )

18. close-inj:
close x e1 = close x e2
implies e1 = e2

6. fv-subst-fresh:
fv (subst e1 x e2 ) = fv e2
when x ∈
/ fv e2

19. lc-abs-exists:
lc abs exists x lcp : lc (abs e)
when lcp : lc (open (var f x ) e)

7. subst-fresh-eq:
subst e1 x e2 = e2
when x ∈
/ fv e2 .

20. lc-subst:
lc subst lcp1 x lcp2 : lc (subst e1 x e2 )
when lcp1 : lc e1 and lcp2 : lc e2

8. subst-subst:
subst e1 x (subst e2 y e) =
subst (subst e1 x e2 ) y (subst e1 x e)
when y ∈
/ fv e1 and y = x

21. lc-unique:
If (lcp1 : lc e) and (lcp2 : lc e),
then lcp1 = lcp2

9. subst-spec:
subst e1 x e2 = open e1 (close x e2 )

22. lc-of-lc-set:
lc set e implies lc e

10. subst-open:
subst e1 x (open e2 e3 ) =
open (subst e1 x e2 ) (subst e1 x e3 )
when lc e1

23. lc-set-of-lc:
lc e implies lc set e

11. subst-open-var:
subst e1 x (open (var f y) e2 ) = open (var f y) (subst e1 x e2 )
when x = y and lc e1
12. subst-abs:
subst e1 x (abs e2 ) = abs (close z (subst e1 x (open (var f z ) e2 )))
when z ∈
/ fv e1 ∪ fv e2 ∪ { x } and lc e1
13. subst-close:
subst e1 x (close y e2 ) = close y (subst e1 x e2 )
when x = y and y ∈
/ fv e1 and lc e1
14. subst-intro:
/ fv e2
open e1 e2 = subst e1 x (open (var f x ) e2 ) when x ∈
Figure 4: Some of the lemmas generated by LNgen
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subgoals. In cases where this is not suﬃcient, LNgen generates more complex scripts based on our knowledge
of how such proofs normally proceed. There is no worry about the soundness of our reasoning: the scripts
generated by LNgen must be run by Coq to generate proof terms that are then checked.
We favor generating proof scripts over proof terms because it keeps the implementation of LNgen simple.
Proof terms are speciﬁc to individual lemmas and vary from language to language. By contrast, our tactics—
which are useful in their own right—apply to multiple lemmas and do not need to vary from language to
language. Unfortunately, because Coq’s tactic language is incompletely speciﬁed, it is impossible for us to
guarantee that our scripts will always succeed. These scripts have never failed on any of our case studies.
However, if some proof should fail, the eﬀect is localized. The user may have to do that proof by hand (if
they would like to use that lemma) but other generated deﬁnitions, lemmas, and proofs will still be available.

2.4

Input Restrictions

LNgen supports only a subset of the Ott language. List forms (for specifying constructors of variable arity)
and subgrammars (for indicating that, for example, values are a subset of expressions) are both unsupported.
The only binding speciﬁcations accepted by LNgen are those where a single metavariable binds in a single
nonterminal. This excludes Ott’s auxiliary functions for computing the set of binders in an object, e.g.,
those introduced by nested record patterns. We see no reason why some future version of LNgen could not
be extended with these forms.

3

Soundness

Since everything generated by Ott and LNgen must be run through Coq, there is no need to worry that
one is building a development on top of an inconsistent foundation—Coq will complain if a deﬁnition is
ill-formed or if a proof is incomplete. However, this is not the same as saying that their outputs faithfully
reﬂect the language that the user speciﬁed. Binding speciﬁcations in Ott use names (i.e., metavariables)
to indicate binding occurrences of variables, as is common in informal practice. Intuitively, terms in the
speciﬁcation use a fully concrete encoding of binding: all variables are named, and terms are identiﬁed up
to alpha equivalence. On the other hand, we use Ott and LNgen to generate output that uses a locally
nameless representation for binding, where bound variables are represented as de Bruijn indices and where
syntactic equality corresponds to alpha equivalence.
In this section, we prove that the user need not worry about this diﬀerence in representations: the locally
nameless representations generated by Ott and LNgen are adequate representations of the fully concrete
ones. Informally, this means that there is a bijection between the terms of the two representations and that
substitution is compositional with respect to this bijection [22]. Terms representable in one representation
are representable in the other, and substitution means the same thing for both representations. Below, we
make these notions precise and carry out the proofs for the speciﬁc case of untyped lambda terms (Fig. 1).
By considering adequacy for a particular (and small) language, we keep the proofs below relatively simple,
while still demonstrating the utility of the lemmas generated by LNgen. A language-independent account
of adequacy would require a precise semantics for Ott speciﬁcations and a precise speciﬁcation of how Ott
and LNgen generate their output. We leave developing these for future work. We also leave as future work
formalization in Coq of the proofs below. Ott does not generate a deﬁnition of capture avoiding substitution
or of alpha equivalence. Furthermore, mechanized reasoning about these notions is diﬃcult and extremely
tedious—precisely the reasons why we prefer to represent binding in some other way! Without tool support,
we must work out ourselves properties of capture avoiding substitution and alpha equivalence that are
ordinarily taken for granted when writing out proofs by hand.
Fully concrete lambda terms are deﬁned in Fig. 5, along with free variables, capture-avoiding substitution,
and alpha equivalence. Note that capture-avoiding substitution is deﬁned by induction on the height of terms
simultaneously with a proof that substituting a variable preserves the height of terms. (In the second case
for lambda abstractions, the recursive call is not on an immediate subterm.) By assuming that picking a
variable fresh for a ﬁnite set is deterministic, we obviate the need to show that the deﬁnition of substitution
actually deﬁnes a function—this is trivially the case. We ﬁnd it convenient to work with a deﬁnition of
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Expressions
M,N

::= x | M1 M2 | λ x . M1

Free variables
fv (x )

def

=

{x }

fv (M1 M2 )

def

=

(fv M1 ) ∪ (fv M2 )

fv (λ x . M1 )

def

(fv M1 ) \ { x }

=

Capture avoiding substitution
[ N / x ] (x )

def

=

N

[ N / x ] (y)

def

=

y when y = x

[ N / x ] (M1 M2 )

def

=

([ N / x ] M1 ) ([ N / x ] M2 )

[ N / x ] (λ x . M1 )

def

=

λ x . M1

[ N / x ] (λ y . M1 )

def

(λ z . [ N / x ] [ z / y ] M1 )
for some z ∈
/ fv N ∪ fv M1 and when y = x

=

Alpha equivalence
The binary relation =α on expressions is the least congruence closed under
λ x . M1 =α λ y . [ y / x ] M1

when y ∈
/ fv M1

Figure 5: Fully concrete lambda terms
capture-avoiding substitution that is total, so the abstraction case always renames the bound variable to
avoid capture.
To show the adequacy of our locally nameless representation, we prove that there is an alpha-equivalence
respecting bijection between concrete terms and locally nameless terms that are locally closed. We give this
bijection by deﬁning functions between the two sets and then proving that they are inverses of each other.
We deﬁne the function − from concrete terms to locally nameless ones as follows:
x

def

=

var f x

M1 M2

def

=

app M1

λ x . M1

def

abs (close x M1 ) .

=

M2

The fact that this function yields only locally closed terms follows by structural induction on its argument,
using lemmas lc-abs-exists and open-close in the case for abstractions. We deﬁne the function − from
locally nameless terms that are locally closed to concrete terms using the recursion principle in Fig. 3. Note
that this deﬁnition is also a function, again because we assume that picking a fresh variable not in a particular
set is deterministic.
var f x 

def

app e1 e2 

def

abs e1 

def

=
=
=

x
e1  e2 
λ x . open (var f x ) e1 

for some x ∈
/ fv e1

In the remainder of this section, we sketch out the proof of adequacy; additional details can be found in
the appendix. The proofs below are straightforward given the lemmas generated by LNgen. We need only
to be careful about ordering properly the lemmas and theorems.
We ﬁrst need to show that both − and − preserve free variables. These proofs also serve as basic
sanity checks: it would be odd for corresponding terms in the two representations to have diﬀerent sets of
free variables.
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Lemma 1 fv (M ) = fv ( M ) for any M .
Proof
By induction on the structure of M . In the case for abstractions, we need lemma fv-close.





Lemma 2 fv ( e) = fv (e) for any locally closed e.
Proof
By induction on the proof that e is locally closed. In the case for abstractions, we need lemmas fv-close and
close-open.


Next, we prove simultaneously that − commutes with substitution and that it preserves alpha equivalence. For −, we prove that it commutes with substitution; it trivially preserves alpha equivalence.
Theorem 3 For all M ,
1. Substitution commutes with − . That is, for any N and x ,
[N /x ]M

= subst N x M .

2. − respects alpha-equivalence. That is, for any N such that N =α M ,
M

= N .

Proof
We prove these two results simultaneously by induction on the height of M , observing that substituting a
variable does not change the height of a term. We need lemmas fv-close, subst-fresh-eq, subst-spec, substclose, and close-open.


Theorem 4 − commutes with substitution. That is,
subst g x e =α [ g / x ] e
for all locally closed e and g, and for all x .
Proof
By induction on the proof that e is locally closed. In the case for abstractions, we need lemmas subst-fresh-eq,
subst-spec, subst-abs, open-close, and close-open.


Finally, we prove that − and − are inverses of each other. It follows that each function deﬁnes a
bijection.
Theorem 5

M  =α M for any M .

Proof
By induction on the structure of M . In the case for abstractions, we need theorem 4, and lemmas fv-close
and subst-spec.


Theorem 6

e = e for any locally closed e.

Proof
By induction on the proof that e is locally closed. In the case for abstractions, we need lemma close-open.


Taken together, theorems 3–6 suﬃce to prove that the locally nameless representation generated by Ott
and LNgen is adequate with respect to the fully concrete interpretation of the original Ott speciﬁcation.
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4

Completeness

Does LNgen generate enough deﬁnitions and properties to get work done? Of course, this is an impossible
question to answer because the tool cannot possibly generate proofs of every property that one could need
or want. However, we can limit the scope of the question by showing that LNgen trivially models some
speciﬁcation of binding. By choosing a speciﬁcation that makes no mention of de Bruijn indices, this result
implies that the user need only work with locally-closed terms and never reason explicitly about de Bruijn
indices.
We make our claim by showing that the output of Ott and LNgen for untyped lambda terms (Fig. 1)
is not very far from Gordon and Melham’s “Five Axioms of Alpha-Conversion” [19]. In fact, we can derive
these axioms with only currying, uncurrying, and applications of lemmas generated by LNgen. This work is
a bit tedious, but none of it includes reasoning about de Bruijn indices, doing induction on raw expressions,
or doing induction on local closure derivations. Thus, it substantiates our claim that the output of our
tool provides users with enough machinery to reason about binding. The LNgen distribution includes a
straightforward, mechanical formalization in Coq of the results of this section.
Gordon and Melham’s ﬁve axioms are deﬁned in terms of a type Term, three constructors for that type,
Var
App
Lam

: expvar → Term
: Term → Term → Term
: expvar → Term → Term ,

and three operations for that type,
Fv
: Term → expvarset
Subst : Term → (Term × expvar) → Term
Abs
: (expvar → Term) → Term .
Our implementation starts by deﬁning Term as a dependent pair of a raw expression and a proof that it
is locally closed.
Deﬁnition 7 (Term)
Term

def

Σ e : exp. lc e .

=

The deﬁnitions of the three constructors simply construct and propagate local closure proofs. In the
deﬁnition of Lam, we explicitly use the “existential” version of lc abs (i.e., lc abs exists) and implicitly use
lemma open-close to show that the local closure proof applies to ﬁrst component of the tuple.
Deﬁnition 8 (Gordon-Melham Constructors)
Var x

def

=

(var f x , lc var x )

App (e1 , lcp1 ) (e2 , lcp2 )

def

(app e1 e2 , lc app lcp1 lcp2 )

Lam x (e1 , lcp1 )

def

=
=

(abs (close x e1 ), lc abs exists x lcp1 )

The deﬁnitions for free variables (Fv) and substitution (Subst) simply push the operations on raw terms
through the dependent pair. For substitution, we rely on the fact that substitution preserves local closure.
Deﬁnition 9 (Fv and Subst)
Fv (e1 , lcp1 )

def

=

fv e1

Subst (e1 , lcp1 ) ((e2 , lcp2 ), x )

def

(subst e2 x e1 , lc subst lcp2 x lcp1 )

=

The ﬁnal operation, Abs, reiﬁes a function from variable names to terms into a lambda term. We defer
its deﬁnition until later, when we discuss the last of the ﬁve axioms.
With the model above, we can derive Gordon and Melham’s ﬁve axioms. The proofs of their ﬁve axioms
involve little more than projecting out components of dependent pairs and applying lemmas generated by
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LNgen to construct local closure derivations. In fact, the only interesting aspect of these proofs is that they
are so uninteresting. Below, we only mention the lemmas that the proofs depend on; additional details can
be found in the appendix.
The ﬁrst three axioms are basic facts about free variables, capture-avoiding substitution, and alpha
conversion.
Theorem 10 (Axiom 1: Free variables)
1. Fv (Var x ) = { x }
2. Fv (App t1 t2 ) = Fv t1 ∪ Fv t2
3. Fv (Lam x t1 ) = Fv t1 \ { x }
Proof
By unfolding deﬁnitions. Part 3 requires lemma fv-close.





Theorem 11 (Axiom 2: Substitution)
1. Subst (Var x ) (u, x ) = u
2. x = y implies Subst (Var y) (u, x ) = Var y
3. Subst (App t1 t2 ) (u, x ) = App (Subst t1 (u, x )) (Subst t2 (u, x ))
4. Subst (Lam x t) (u, x ) = Lam x t
5. x = y and y ∈
/ (Fv u) imply Subst (Lam y t) (u, x ) = Lam y (Subst t (u, x ))
Proof
By unfolding deﬁnitions. All parts require lemma lc-unique. Part 4 also requires lemmas fv-close and substfresh-eq. Part 5 also requires lemma subst-close.


Theorem 12 (Axiom 3: Alpha conversion)
y ∈
/ Fv (Lam x t) implies
Lam x t = Lam y (Subst t (Var y, x ))
Proof
By unfolding deﬁnitions. The proof requires lemmas fv-close, subst-spec, close-open, and lc-unique.





To support the deﬁnition of functions over lambda-calculus expressions, Gordon and Melham’s work
states an iteration axiom and uses it to derive a recursion scheme through pairing. However, because Coq
produces recursion schemes already, we deﬁne the recursion scheme directly. The iterative version follows as
a simple corollary.
Theorem 13 (Axiom 4: Recursion scheme) For all result types R and all
(fvar : expvar → R)
(fapp : R → R → Term → Term → R)
(fabs : (expvar → R) → (expvar → Term) → R) ,
there exists a unique f of type Term → R such that
1. f (Var x ) = fvar x
2. f (App t1 t2 ) = fapp (f t1 ) (f t2 ) t1 t2
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3. f (Lam x t) = fabs (λy. f (Subst t (Var y, x ))) (λy. Subst t (Var y, x )).
Proof
By unfolding deﬁnitions. All parts require lemma lc-unique. Part 3 also requires lemma subst-spec.





The ﬁnal axiom concerns Abs, an operation for turning functions from expvars to Terms into lambda
abstractions. This operation allows the Gordon-Melham recursion combinator to create a new term in the
lambda case. The trickiest part of the deﬁnition of Abs is picking a variable name to use for the binder
that is fresh for the body of the abstraction. We do this in two stages: We ﬁrst access the body with an
arbitrary variable x0 (which may already appear in the body), and then we use the resulting term to pick a
variable certain to be fresh for body. We use lc abs exists and lemma open-close similarly to how we did in
the deﬁnition of Lam.
Deﬁnition 14 (Abs)

Abs f = (abs (close y e2 ), lc abs exists y lcp2 )
where (e1 , ) = f x0
y ∈
/ (fv e1 )
(e2 , lcp2 ) = f y

With Abs deﬁned, we can now state and derive the ﬁnal axiom.
Theorem 15 (Axiom 5: Abstraction)
Abs (λy. Subst t (Var y, x )) = Lam x t
Proof
By unfolding deﬁnitions. The proof requires lemmas fv-close, fv-subst-lower, subst-spec, close-open, and lcunique.


The abstraction operation is the only deﬁnition that is not trivial in that it ﬁrst must calculate a fresh
variable for the term. The advantage of axiom 5 is that it lets one have a lambda expression without naming
its binder. However, in some sense, Abs is not necessary for our style of reasoning. Certainly, all of this eﬀort
is not required to deﬁne functions with lc set rec, e.g., beta in Sec. 2.1.

5

Case Studies

We have used LNgen to streamline proofs of type safety for the simply-typed lambda calculus and for System
F with subtyping, i.e., parts 1A and 2A of the PoplMark challenge. In both cases, the only proofs that
needed to be mechanized by hand were lemmas about the relations of their respective systems. (Because
LNgen works only with syntax, it cannot be expected to generate these proofs.) Every necessary lemma
concerning only the calculation of free variables, substitution, and local closure was automatically proved by
LNgen.
Others have used LNgen for far more substantial developments than the two above. Greenberg et al. [23]
used LNgen to help formalize a proof of conﬂuence for parallel reduction in dependent λh , a language with
manifest contracts. Greenberg reports4 that, “All in all, LNgen was great—it covered most of the stupid
facts I needed.” The tool failed to generate only one set of lemmas, which concerned how substitution
maintains invariants about the free variables of terms. Jia et al. [24] used LNgen when they proved type
soundness for a dependently-typed language with strong eliminators and an abstract deﬁnition of program
equivalence. The authors report5 that without the 9000 lines of lemmas and proofs that LNgen generated
for their language, they would have been unable to complete their formalization in a timely fashion. Because
the tool provided every infrastructure lemma they needed, they were able to focus their eﬀorts on the novel
4 By

personal communication.
by personal communication.

5 Again,
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aspects of their language’s design and complete their formalization in about nine days—an impressive feat
given the complexity of their design and the fact that they were tweaking the design in the process. Taken
together, these two non-trivial developments provide a compelling story about the eﬀectiveness of LNgen in
eliminating the tedium associated with locally nameless encodings.

6

Related Work

Much work has been done in the area of representing binding. For example, we have already discussed the
“Five Axioms of Alpha-Conversion.” In previous work [14], we also gave an extensive survey of ﬁrst-order
representation techniques. Thus, we focus this section on work that is speciﬁcally related to the issues
described in this paper.
Logical frameworks—such as Abella [1], Hybrid [2], and Twelf [5]—are speciﬁcally designed to represent
and reason about logics and programming languages. Their specialized meta-logics encourage the use of
higher-order abstract syntax (hoas), which represents binding in an object language using binding in the
framework’s meta-logic. Thus, when reasoning about an object language, one gets facts about alpha equivalence, substitution, and free variables “for free.” Unfortunately, the generality of Coq’s logic precludes
traditional hoas encodings, and ﬁrst-order representations (e.g., locally nameless) require that one explicitly
deal with free variable calculation and substitution. LNgen steps in here to recover the beneﬁts to working
in a traditional logical framework by automatically proving properties about syntax that one expects to have
“for free.”
The Lambda Tamer project [3] also automatically proves a variety of facts about programming languages
encoded in Coq. Compared to LNgen, Lambda Tamer favors the use of dependent types when representing
syntax, ensuring that only well-typed syntax, according to the type system of the object language, can
be represented. It uses generic programming techniques to ensure that generated proofs are correct by
construction. As mentioned previously (Sec. 2.3), we prefer to generate proof scripts because of the approach’s
simplicity—writing generic proofs directly is a non-trivial exercise and would have slowed the development
of LNgen.
Parametric higher-order abstract syntax (phoas) [25] is a representation technique that allows one to
use hoas-like approach to represent binding, thus obtaining “for free” facts about syntax that LNgen has
to prove about locally nameless encodings. The key idea is to represent the body of an abstraction not as
a function from expression to expressions, as with hoas, but as a function from variables to expressions,
an approach reminiscent of weak hoas [10]. Ill-formed terms are ruled out by by universally quantifying
over the type of variables and appealing to parametricity to ensure that the type for variables is treated
abstractly. Without a general proof of parametricity for Coq, one must assert that parametricity holds for
particular terms as needed or as an axiom.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

Since LNgen is currently only a prototype, there are a number of promising avenues for future development
and research. We developed LNgen independently from Ott in order to make it easier to experiment with its
output: which deﬁnitions to generate, which lemmas to generate, how to generate proofs, etc. But, it might
be beneﬁcial to add such support to Ott directly. The ideas we have presented here are not particular to
Coq, and we expect that they can be generalized to the full spectrum of Ott’s binding forms. We also believe
that it is possible to automatically generate theorems about some judgements: equivariance (invariance
under swappings of variables), weakening, and substitution, for example. Support for deﬁning functions
directly in Ott speciﬁcations and having them translated into locally nameless deﬁnitions, using schemes
such as lc set rec, would also be useful. In particular, one would like to know that something similar to the
“freshness condition for binders” from Nominal Isabelle holds whenever a function is deﬁned. In the case of
binding constructors, this would allow one to conclude that the behavior of the function does not depend on
the particular choice of name for the bound variable (recall the deﬁnition of beta in Sec. 2.1). On a more
theoretical note, we envision giving a general account of how to transform a fully concrete representation
into a locally nameless one, thus making it possible to give a general account of soundness for LNgen.
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In the end, what we provide now is a usable prototype tool for taking our locally nameless style—already
a lightweight representation technique—and making it even lighter weight. We have shown that Ott and
LNgen are sound and complete in the speciﬁc case of untyped lambda terms. Compared to our previous
work, we now provide a recursion scheme for deﬁning functions, and it comes “for free” from our deﬁnitions.
On a day to day basis, the beneﬁt of our work is simple: no more boring infrastructure proofs.
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A
A.1

Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3

We prove these two results simultaneously by induction on the height of M , observing that substituting a
variable does not change the height of a term. We need lemmas fv-close, subst-fresh-eq, subst-spec, subst-close,
and close-open. For example, the abstraction case of the second part is shown below, where M = (λ x . M1 )
/ fv M1 .
and N = λ y . [ y / x ] M1 , with y ∈
λ x . M1
by deﬁnition of −
= abs (close x M1 )
by lemma close-open
= abs (close y (open (var f y) (close x M1 )))
by lemma subst-spec
= abs (close y (subst (var f y) x M1 ))
by IH(1)
= abs (close y [ y / x ] M1 )
by deﬁnition of −
= λ y . [ y / x ] M1

A.2

Proof of Theorem 4

By induction on the proof that e is locally closed. The only interesting case is when e = abs e1 , for some e1 .
/ fv g ∪ { x } ∪ fv e1 ∪ { y }. We consider two cases for x and y. First, suppose that
Let y ∈
/ fv e1 and w ∈
x = y.
[ g / x ] abs e1 
for some y ∈
/ fv e1
= [ g / x ] (λ y . open (var f y) e1 )
by alpha conversion
=α [ g / x ] (λ w . [ w / y ] open (var f y) e1 )
by property of substitution
=α λ w . [ g / x ] [ w / y ] ( open (var f y) e1 )
by IH
=α λ w . [ g / x ] ( subst (var f w ) y (open (var f y) e1 ))
by lemmas subst-spec and close-open
= λ w . [ g / x ] ( open (var f w ) e1 )
by IH
=α λ w . subst g x (open (var f w ) e1 )
by lemma open-close
= λ w . open (var f w ) (close w (subst g x (open (var f w ) e1 )))
by the deﬁnition of −
= abs (close w (subst g x (open (var f w ) e1 )))
by lemma subst-abs
= subst g x (abs e1 )
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Second, suppose that x = y. Since y ∈
/ fv e1 , it is also the case that x ∈
/ fv e1 .
[ g / x ] abs e1 
for some y ∈
/ fv e1
= [ g / x ] (λ y . open (var f y) e1 )
by deﬁnition of substitution
= λ y . open (var f y) e1 
by deﬁnition of −
= abs e1 
by lemma subst-fresh-eq
= subst g x (abs e1 )

A.3

Proof of Theorem 5

By induction on the structure of M . The only interesting case is when M = λ x . M1 , for some M1 .
λ x . M1 
by deﬁnition of −
= abs (close x M1 )
for some y ∈
/ fv (close x M1 )
= λ y . open (var f y) (close x M1 )
by lemma subst-spec
= λ y . subst (var f y) x M1 
by theorem 4
= λ y . [ y / x ] M1 
by alpha conversion and lemma fv-close
=α λ x . M1 
by IH
=α λ x . M1
Note that in the alpha conversion step, we assumed that x = y. When x = y, the result follows trivially.

A.4

Proof of Theorem 6

By induction on the proof that e is locally closed. The only interesting case is when e = abs e1 , for some e1 .
abs e1 
for some y ∈
/ fv e1
= λ y . open (var f y) e1 
by deﬁnition of −
= abs (close y open (var f y) e1  )
by IH
= abs (close y (open (var f y) e1 ))
by lemma close-open
= abs e1

A.5

Proof of Theorem 11

We ﬁrst observe that for any e, any two derivations of lc e are equal by lc-unique. Therefore, to show that
each equality holds, it suﬃces to show that the ﬁrst components of each side of the equality are equal. In
the proofs below, we use as a place holder for the second components.
After unfolding deﬁnitions, parts 1, 2, and 3 are trivial.
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For part 4, we have:
Subst (Lam x t) (u, x )
decomposing t and u as (e1 , ) and (e2 , )
= Subst (Lam x (e1 , )) ((e2 , ), x )
by deﬁnition
= (subst e2 x (abs (close x e1 )), )
by lemmas fv-close and subst-fresh-eq
= (abs (close x e1 ), )
by lemma lc-unique
= Lam x t .
For part 5, we have:
Subst (Lam y t) (u, x )
decomposing t and u as (e1 , ) and (e2 , )
= Subst (Lam y (e1 , )) ((e2 , ), x )
by deﬁnition
= (subst e2 x (abs (close y e1 )), )
by deﬁnition of subst
= (abs (subst e2 x (close y e1 )), )
by lemma subst-close
= (abs (close y (subst e2 x e1 )), )
by lemma lc-unique
= Lam y (Subst t (u, x )) .

A.6

Proof of Theorem 12

We ﬁrst decompose t as (e, lcp). By unfolding deﬁnitions and making use of lemma lc-unique, as we did in
the proof of theorem 11, we must show that
abs (close x e) = abs (close y (subst (var f y) x e))
under the assumption that y ∈
/ (fv e) \ { x }, i.e., that y ∈
/ fv (close x e) (recall lemma close-fv ). Starting
with the right-hand side of the conclusion, we have the following chain of equalities:
abs (close y (subst (var f y) x e))
by lemma subst-spec
= abs (close y (open (var f y) (close x e)))
by lemma close-open
= abs (close x e) .

A.7

Proof of Theorem 13

The function f is derived from the recursion scheme given to use by lc set—recall Fig. 3. We deﬁne f by
instantiating P with (λ . R) and by rearranging the arguments of the Gordon-Melham cases:
f (e, lcp) = lc set rec fvar fapp  fabs  e lcp
where fapp  = λe1 , e2 , lcp1 , r1 , lcp2 , r2 . fapp r1 r2 (e1 , lcp1 ) (e2 , lcp2 )
fabs  = λe1 , lcp1 , r1 . fabs r1 (λx. (open (var f x ) e1 , lcp1 x))
The uniqueness of this operator is by deﬁnition. Furthermore, suppose f is an operator deﬁned as above.
Showing the equalities in the Var and App cases is straightforward. For the Lam case, suppose the body of
the Term is t = (e1 , lcp1 ), and let f  be lc set rec fvar fapp  fabs  . Using lc-unique to ignore local closure
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proofs, much as we did in the proof of theorem 11, we have the following:
f (Lam x (e1 , ))
by deﬁnition
= f  (abs (close x e1 ))
by property of lc set rec
= fabs  (close x e1 ) (λy.f (open (var f y) (close x e1 ), ))
by deﬁnition of fabs 
= fabs (λy.f (open (var f y) (close x e1 ), )) (λy.(open (var f y) (close x e1 ), ))
by lemma subst-spec
= fabs (λy.f (subst (var f y) x e1 , )) (λy.(subst (var f y) x e1 , ))
by deﬁnition of Subst
= fabs(λy.f (Subst t (Var y, x )))(λy.(Subst t (Var y, x )))

A.8

Proof of Theorem 15

We decompose t as (e1 , ) and make use of lemma lc-unique in the same way we did as in the proof of
theorem 11.
Abs (λy. Subst t (Var y, x ))
by deﬁnition of Abs and Subst
for some y ∈
/ Fv (Subst t (Var x0 , x ))
= (abs (close y (subst (var f y) x e1 )), )
by lemma subst-spec
= (abs (close y (open (var f y) (close x e1 ))), )
by lemma close-open,
discharging the side condition by lemmas fv-close and fv-subst-lower
= (abs (close x e1 ), )
by deﬁnition of Lam and lemma lc-unique
= Lam x t
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